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We present a new measurement-based scheme for performing braiding operations on Majorana
zero modes in mesoscopic superconductor islands and for detecting their non-Abelian statistics without moving or hybridizing them. In our scheme for “braiding without braiding”, the topological
qubit encoded in any pair of well-separated Majorana zero modes is read out from the transmission
phase shift in electron teleportation through the island in the Coulomb blockade regime. We propose experimental setups to measure the teleportation phase shift via conductance in an electron
interferometer or persistent current in a closed loop.

Majorana zero modes are exotic quasiparticle excitations in topological superconductors. Theory predicts
that the presence of spatially separated Majorana zero
modes gives rise to degenerate superconducting ground
states that are indistinguishable by local observables1 .
Furthermore, braiding Majoranas is expected to perform
a quantized unitary evolution on these ground states, a
hallmark of their non-Abelian statistics2–4 . Due to these
remarkable properties, Majorana zero modes have been
proposed as topological qubits for robust quantum information processing that is (ideally) error-free at zero
temperature5–7 .
Following theoretical proposals, over the last few years
transport and scanning tunneling microscopy experiments have reported the observation of zero-bias conductance peak as a signature of Majorana zero modes in
various material platforms including nanowires8 , atomic
chains9 and topological insulators10,11 , proximitized by
s-wave superconductors. These results suggest the existence of Majorana zero modes, and encourage research towards demonstrating their topological properties. Among these, non-Abelian statistics is widely regarded as the “holy grail” for topological phases of matter and for topological quantum computation.
Theoretical proposals for detecting the non-Abelian
statistics of Majoranas have mostly relied on braiding,
i.e. moving Majoranas around each other via a sequence of operations. For example, by changing the
phase of Josephson junctions, Majorana zero modes localized in Josephson vortices can be braided in an array
of superconducting islands on a topological insulator12 .
By tuning the gate voltage, Majoranas in proximitized
nanowires can be braided in a T-junction13,14 . Detecting non-Abelian statistics further requires measuring the
state of Majoranas before and after braiding. Both the
motion and measurement of Majoranas are yet to be experimentally achieved. Furthermore, physically moving
Majoranas in nanowire networks suffers from dangerous
thermal errors that are very difficult to correct15 . These
errors may be avoidable in other proposals that selectively tune couplings between Majoranas to implement
braiding transformations17–19 .
In this work, we introduce a new scheme for (i) detecting the non-Abelian statistics of Majorana zero modes

and (ii) implementing braiding operations, without any
physical braiding, which is entirely based on projective
measurement as opposed to unitary evolution. In our
scheme, a topological qubit encoded in any pair of wellseparated Majoranas is read out from the transmission
phase shift in electron teleportation through the topological superconductor that hosts these Majoranas20 . Electron teleportation is a remarkable mesoscopic transport
phenomenon enabled by the fractional nature of Majorana zero modes and the charging energy of the superconductor. Here we use electron teleportation to directly
measure and manipulate Majorana qubits without moving, hybridizing or destroying Majorana zero modes. Importantly, thanks to the spatial separation of Majorana
zero modes, teleportation-based Majorana qubit redout
is inherently error-free.
In our scheme for “braiding without braiding”, the unitary transformation that would be generated by physically exchanging a pair of Majoranas is realized by performing a sequence of projective measurements of Majorana bilinear operators. The theoretical basis for using
projective measurements to implement quantum gates
was provided in Ref.21,22 . Within the framework of
non-Abelian topological order, replacing anyon braiding by topological charge measurements was proposed
by Bonderson, Freedman and Nayak23 . On the other
hand, electron teleportation provides an ideal way of
measuring Majorana qubits in mesoscopic topological
systems20 , where the charging energy required for teleportation comes from the long-range Coulomb interaction. As a result, the physics of teleportation lies beyond
theory of topological order for systems with short-range
interactions and in the thermodynamic limit. By combining teleportation-based measurement and measurementbased braiding, our work unveils a novel and practical
approach to quantum information processing with wellseparated, stationary Majorana zero modes.
Our work is especially timely in view of a recent groundbreaking experiment on epitaxially grown
InAs/Al superconducting nanowires24 , which are theoretically predicted to host Majorana end modes under
an external magnetic field25–27 . Due to charging effects
in the Coulomb blockade regime, transport through the
nanowire at zero magnetic field is dominated by Cooper
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pair tunneling, leading to zero-bias conductance oscillations with the gate voltage that are charge-2e periodic.
However, above a critical field and in the presence of a superconducting gap, the conductance oscillations become
charge-e periodic. The observed charge-e transport in
a superconducting state supports the theoretically predicted scenario of electron teleportation via Majorana
modes20,28,29 . Another distinctive feature of teleportation is that single-electron transport through the superconducting island is phase coherent20 . This important
property forms the basis for topological qubit readout
in this work. To detect the phase coherence requires an
electron interferometer, which is currently under experimental pursuit30 . Given these exciting developments, we
believe teleportation-based braiding without braiding is a
practical scheme for detecting the non-Abelian statistics
of Majorana zero modes, and offers a promising prospect
for robust quantum information processing.
Our teleportation-based scheme for implementing projective measurements and performing “braiding without
braiding” on stationary and spatially-separated Majorana zero modes has significant advantages over other
schemes based on physically moving Majoranas to implement logical gates or to perform qubit readout. For
braiding to be feasible, Majoranas must be moved sufficiently slowly to obey an adiabaticity condition14 , which
is especially stringent in disordered nanowires without a
hard spectral gap31,32 . Qubit readout and gate operation in our proposal are not limited by this constraint.
Moreover, in the process of moving Majoranas, dangerous
thermal errors on the topological qubit may be accumulated, which are extremely difficult (if not impossible) to
de-code and correct16 . Finally, teleportation-based measurement of Majorana qubits has advantages over proposed readout schemes based on charge sensing14 which
can only be performed on pairs of Majorana zero modes
that are spatially adjacent.
After completion of this work, other proposals for storing and manipulating Majorana qubits in nanowire networks have been introduced42,43 , which also uses electron teleportation to measure the fermion parity of wellseparated Majorana zero modes. These proposals further
propose measurement-based gate implementation of the
Clifford group42,43 , which goes beyond the scope of this
work. We note, however, that the detrimental effects of
error processes such as quasiparticle poisoning have yet
to be properly addressed.
Our paper is organized as follows. We begin by reviewing the phenomenon of phase-coherent electron teleportation through Majorana zero modes. We then describe two teleportation-based setups – the Majorana interferometer and the Majorana SQUID – for measuring a
topological qubit encoded in a pair of well-separated Majorana zero modes, and for detecting their non-Abelian
statistics. Next, we present a general protocol for implementing braiding transformations on Majorana zero
modes exclusively through projective measurements. Finally, we provide a concrete experimental realization of

our proposal using proximitized nanowires. Our general
scheme of teleportation-based braiding without braiding
is applicable to any Majorana platform, provided that the
topological superconductor hosting the Majoranas has a
finite charging energy.
I.

CONCEPTUAL BASIS

In this section we lay out the theoretical basis of
teleportation-based measurement of a topological qubit
encoded in a pair of spatially separated Majorana zero
modes. We first elaborate on the transmission phase
shift in electron teleportation via a pair of Majoranas
and its dependence on the state of the topological qubit,
as pointed out in Ref.20 . Next, we propose two ways
of detecting this phase shift, or equivalently reading out
the topological qubit, by measuring the conductance in
an electron interferometer or the persistent current in
a closed loop. We then explicitly show the change of
the teleportation phase shift in the process of physically exchanging two Majorana zero modes. The difference in the phase shift—a physical observable measured by interferometry—before and after the braiding
directly proves the system has evolved into a new state,
thus demonstrating the non-Abelian statistics of Majorana zero modes.
A.

Teleportation-Based Measurement of
Topological Qubit

Let us consider a mesocopic topological superconductor island hosting a number of well-separated Majorana
zero modes that have negligible wavefunction hybridization. Each Majorana zero mode of interest is tunnel coupled to a normal metal lead, and the tunnel couplings
can be turned on and off by gates. The superconducting island is capacitively coupled to a nearby gate. We
assume that the charging energy Ec is smaller than the
superconducting gap ∆, but larger than the tunnel coupling to the leads, as defined by Eq.(6) below.
In the absence of a tunnel coupling to leads, the ground
state energy of the island depends on the total number
of electrons N through the charging energy:
E(N ) = Ec (N − ng )2 ,

(1)

where the offset charge ng is continuously tunable by
the gate voltage. Due to the presence of Majorana zero
modes, the superconducting island can accommodate an
even and an odd number of electrons on equal ground
without paying the energy cost of the superconducting
gap. Thus N takes both even and odd integer values.
Throughout this work, we assume that the island is in
the Coulomb blockade regime away from the charge degeneracy point, so that the total charge of the island is
fixed, denoted by N = N0 . Under this condition, the
island has 2M/2−1 degenerate ground states, where M
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Here ξj (r) is the wavefunction associated with the Majorana mode operator γj , defined by
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FIG. 1. Majorana Interferometer – Two electron interferometry setups to measure the topological qubit formed by
Majorana zero modes γ1 and γ2 . In both interferometers, one
path goes through the topological qubit while the other path
goes through (a) a normal metal with sufficiently long phase
coherence length (blue) and (b) a second Majorana island initialized in a definite parity state iψ1 ψ2 = ±1.

(an even integer) is the number of Majorana zero modes
present. These degenerate ground states form a topologically protected Hilbert space, which we use to encode
quantum information. By detuning the island far away
from charge degeneracy, the topological qubits are protected against quasiparticle poisoning from outside the
island at low temperature.
A complete basis for this 2M −1 -dimensional Hilbert
space is given by the common eigenstates of a set
of nonoverlapping Majorana bilinear operators, e.g.,
(iγ1 γ2 , iγ3 γ4 , ..., iγM −1 γM ). A Majorana bilinear operator iγa γb has two eigenstates |±iab , defined by
iγa γb |±iab = ±|±iab .

and f (rj ) is the electron operator in the island at the tunneling location rj , where the Majorana zero mode γj is
located. Next, we expand f (rj ) in terms of quasiparticle
operators in the superconducting island:

(2)

Thus, measuring the topological qubit in this basis
amounts to measuring the eigenvalue of iγa γb . Any way
of partitioning Majoranas into pairs defines a corresponding basis for the topological qubit, and different bases are
related by unitary transformations known as F -symbols,
which are determined by the fusion rules for the Majoranas. It is thus desirable to be able measure the eigenvalue of any Majorana bilinear operator, so that the topological qubit can be measured equally well in any basis.
We now describe a teleportation-based protocol to
measure the eigenvalue of any Majorana bilinear iγa γb
by coupling the Majorana island to lead a and to lead b.
The bare tunneling Hamiltonian is given by
X
HT0 =
tj c†j (0)f (rj ) + h.c.
(3)
j=a,b

where cj (0) is the electron operator at the end of lead j,

Z

h
i
dr ξj (r)e−iθ/2 f † (r) + ξj∗ (r)eiθ/2 f (r) . (5)

Here, θ is the phase operator of the superconductor,
which is conjugate to the electron number operator N
and satisfies the commutation relation [θ, N ] = 2i. In the
operator expansion (4) we have neglected all quasiparticles above the superconducting gap which are irrelevant
to the low energy physics of our interest, as well as Majorana zero modes at other locations whose amplitudes at
rj are exponentially small. Thus, as shown by (4), in the
low-energy Hilbert space the electron creation operator
f † (rj ) is represented as a product of the Majorana mode
operator γj and the charge-raising operator eiθ/2 which
increases the charge of the island by 1e. Physically speaking, Eq. (4) describes the charge-statistics separation of
an electron after entering a topological superconductor:
the charge of the electron is spread out over the entire
superconductor, while its Fermi statistics is retained by
a localized Majorana fermion that is charge neutral.
Substituting (4) into the bare Hamiltonian (3) yields
an effective tunneling Hamiltonian
HT =

X

λj c†j (0)γj e−iθ/2 + h.c., with λj = tj ξj (rj )

j=a,b

We define the tunnel coupling Γ as
Γ=

X

2πρλ2j ,

(6)

j=a,b

where ρ is the density of states in the leads. Assuming
Γ  E± where E± ≡ E(N0 ± 1) − E(N0 ) is the energy
difference between the charge states N = N0 and N =
N0 ± 1, transmission through the island is dominated by
a second-order process, where a single electron tunnels
into the island from one lead and a single electron exits
from the island to another lead. Therefore, from secondorder perturbation in HT , we obtain an effective coupling
between a Majorana island in the off-resonance Coulomb
blockade regime and the leads



hN0 |γb e−iθ/2 |N0 + 1ihN0 + 1|γa eiθ/2 |N0 i hN0 |γa eiθ/2 |N0 − 1ihN0 − 1|γb e−iθ/2 |N0 i
Hab = −λ∗a λb c†b (0)ca (0)
+
+ h.c.
E(N0 + 1) − E(N0 )
E(N0 − 1) − E(N0 )
h
i
∗ †
= γa γb Tab c†b (0)ca (0) − Tab
ca (0)cb (0) ,
(7)
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FIG. 2. Majorana SQUID – When the two Majorana zero
modes γ1 and γ2 are connected by a bridge outside the island
to form a closed loop, with the bridge being (a) a normal metal
with sufficiently long phase coherence length or (b) a reference
Majorana island in a definite parity state iψ1 ψ2 = ±1, the
topological qubit defined by iγ1 γ2 = ±1 may be read out by
measuring the persistent current I in the ground state, which
is a h/e-periodic function of the applied flux Φ.



where Tab ≡ λ∗a λb E1+ + E1− is the effective single electron tunneling between lead a and b, mediated by a pair
of Majorana zero modes γa , γb . Due to this entanglement
of Majorana degrees of freedom with electron tunneling
between two leads, Hab enables a direct projective measurement of the Majorana bilinear iγa γb , even when γa
and γb are far apart in the superconductor island, as we
show below.
Let us first consider the case that the Majorana island
is initialized to be an eigenstate of iγa γb , either |+iab or
|−iab . It follows from (7) that the single electron tunneling amplitude from lead a to b, which is mediated by γa
and γb , is equal to −iTab for the Majorana qubit state
|+iab , and +iTab for the state |−iab . Therefore, the two
Majorana qubit states |±iab are distinguishable by the
π difference in the transmission phase shift in electron
teleportation via a pair of Majorana zero modes20 .
To measure the teleportation phase shift requires quantum interference. We now propose two phase measurement schemes for Majorana qubit readout. The first
scheme is based on a conductance measurement in a
two-path electron interferometer, with one path going
through the Majorana island and the other path serving
as a reference. The reference path may be a normal metal
with a sufficiently long phase coherence length20 , or a
second Majorana island in a definite parity state34,35 , as
shown in Fig. 1. The total conductance G then contains
a term proportional to (iγa γb ) due to the interference between the two paths, i.e., G(Φ) = g0 +ig(Φ)γa γb , where g
depends periodically on the external magnetic flux Φ enclosed by the two interfering paths, with h/e-periodicity.
Since the conductance takes different values for the qubit
state |±iab , the conductance measurement in such Majorana interferometer provides a projective measurement
of the topological qubit in the basis |±iab .
The second scheme for qubit readout is based on mea-

suring the persistent current in a closed loop. This loop
can be made by connecting Majorana zero modes on the
island to the ends of a normal metal bridge (see Fig. 2a),
or to a reference Majorana island in a definite qubit state
(see Fig. 2b). Due to the phase coherence of electron
motion around the loop, the energy of the closed system depends periodically on the external magnetic flux
Φ through the loop with h/e periodicity,


e(Φ − Φc )
E = E0 + iεγa γb cos
,
(8)
~
where Φc and ε depend on details of the setup such as
tunnel couplings between the island and the normal metal
bridge. Eq.(8) implies the presence of a persistent circulating current in the loop


∂E
eε
e(Φ − Φc )
I=
= (iγa γb ) sin
.
(9)
∂Φ
~
~
This circulating current flows in opposite directions for
the two Majorana qubit states |±iab . Thus the Majorana
qubit is faithfully transferred to the state of the persistent
current, which can then be read out by inductive coupling
the system to a SQUID loop.
We now estimate the magnitude of the persistent current in a Majorana SQUID by treating the transmission
through a Majorana island as single electron hopping
across a weak link, as described by the effective Hamiltonian (7). Details of our calculation are presented in the
Supplemental Material44 . When the Majorana SQUID
is formed by a single island connected to a normal metal
bridge, we find that the magnitude of the persistent current at zero temperature is given by


eΓ
1
1
I0 ∼
δ
+
(10)
~
E+
E−
as explicitly calculated in the Supplemental Material44 .
Here, Γ is the tunnel coupling between the island and the
normal metal defined in (6), and δ is the single-particle
level spacing in the metal, which is inversely proportional
to the length of the bridge. An order-of-magnitude estimate based on experimental parameters in Ref.24,29,33
yields I0 ∼ 1 nA.
When the Majorana SQUID consists of two islands
connected by two normal metal bridges, we determine the
persistent current by modeling the bridges as mediating a
direct electron tunneling between the Majorana islands.
In this case, we consider the Hamiltonian H = HT + Hc
for the full system, where
X
Hc =
Ec(i) (Ni − ng(i) )2
(11)
i=1,2

describes the charging energy for each of the Majorana
(i)
(i)
islands (i = 1, 2). Here, Ec , Ni and ng are the charging energies, total charge, and gate charges, respectively,
(1)
(2)
for island i. For simplicity, we let Ec = Ec = Ec for
the remainder of our calculation. Furthermore, as shown
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in Sec. IA, electron tunneling between the two Majorana
islands is described at low energies by an effective Hamiltonian in terms of the Majorana operators, as given by

1
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Ht = it1 ψ1 γ1 ei(θ1 −θ2 )/2 + h.c.
+ it2 eieΦ/~ ψ2 γ2 ei(θ2 −θ1 )/2 + h.c.

!
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⇠2 (r)

⇠3 (r)

2

(12)

with θ1,2 the superconducting phases on each Majorana
island and Φ, the applied flux through the ring.
In the presence of a large charging energy Ec  t1,2 ,
the effective Hamiltonian for the system is, to lowest order in perturbation theory, given by


e(Φ − Φc )
2|t1 t2 |
cos
ψ1 ψ2 γ1 γ2 ,
(13)
Heff =
E+ + E−
~
where the constant Φc provides an overall shift and is
present when t1,2 are complex. The magnitude of the
persistent current is then given by


e
|t1 t2 |
I0 ∼
(14)
~ E+ + E−
In the Supplemental Material44 , we also model the persistent current in a Majorana SQUID with two Majorana islands as single electron hopping in a ring with two
weak links and determine the magnitude of the persistent
current44 .
B.

3

Detecting non-Abelian Braiding Statistics from
Teleportation Phase Shifts

In this section we explicitly demonstrate the change
of teleportation phase shift due to braiding Majorana
zero modes in a two-dimensional topological superconductor. Here, Majorana braiding is realized by adiabatically exchanging two identical vortices, which host Majorana zero modes in their cores3 . Since the teleportation
phase shift is a physical observable that can be measured
by interferometry, its change before and after braiding
implies a change in the quantum state of the system,
thus providing direct proof for non-Abelian statistics.
Before proceeding, we first clarify what we mean by
non-Abelian statistics of Majorana-carrying vortices in a
superconductor. We assume that the superconductor is
well described by a Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian with a pairing potential ∆(r) = |∆(r)|eiθ(r) that
is a complex function of position. We assume that apart
from the overall phase θ, the pairing potential configuration ∆(r) is non-dynamical and externally set up. On the
other hand, we take the overall superconducting phase θ
as a quantum mechanical variable, which is conjugate to
the total number of electrons N . Throughout this work,
we take N to be fixed due to the large charging energy,
so that θ is fluctuating.
In this setting, Majorana zero modes are not deconfined anyons but a type of “twist defect”39 associated
with vortices, the point singularities in ∆(r). A vortex
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FIG. 3. Teleportation Phase-Shift – Braiding (a) or exchanging (b) Majorana zero modes induces a transformation
on the wavefunctions as indicated. The shaded lines shown
above are physical regions where the superconducting phase
rapidly advances by 2π. The sign change in the transmission amplitude of electron teleportation, due to the “branch
cuts” sweeping through the Majorana zero modes4 , provides
a signature of their non-Abelian statistics.

centered at R corresponds to a ±2π winding of the phase
θ(r) around R. As we adiabatically exchange two vortices, ∆(r) varies slowly. To define non-Abelian statistics, it is required that the full function ∆(r) returns to
its original configuration after the vortex exchange. The
evolution of the system into a new quantum state after this process is a defining feature of the non-Abelian
statistics of Majorana zero modes bound to vortex cores.
As a warm-up, consider two well-separated vortices
centered at R1 and R2 , and denote the corresponding
Majorana zero modes localized in the vortex cores by γ1
and γ2 . We connect γ1 and γ2 by a normal metal bridge
to form an interferometer as discussed in Sec. IA, and
consider how the teleportation phase shift evolves as a
third vortex moves around the vortex at R2 in a full circle (see Fig. 3a).
For any given vortex configuration, the wavefunction
associated with any Majorana zero mode ξj (r), obtained
by solving the BdG Hamiltonian, is defined up to an
overall choice of sign. Since the Majorana zero mode
operator γj is defined from ξj (r) via Eq. (5), γj is not
gauge-invariant as emphasized in Ref.40 . Nonetheless,
this choice of sign for the wavefunctions ξ1,2 (r) does not
affect any physical observables, which necessarily correspond to gauge-invariant operators such as ξj (r)γj .
For convenience, we now choose the signs of these
wavefunctions such that ξ1,2 (r) vary continuously with
the moving position of the third vortex. The eigenvalue
of the Majorana bilinear operator iγ1 γ2 , taking two pos-
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sible values ±1, must stay constant during the braiding
process, as expected from continuity. As a result, the
teleportation amplitude, whose expression (7) contains
the product ξ1 (R1 )ξ2 (R2 )γ1 γ2 , also varies continuously.
As shown by Ivanov4 , after the third vortex returns to
its original position and the original vortex configuration
is restored, the wavefunction ξ1 (r) comes back to itself
while ξ2 (r) and ξ3 (r) change sign, as shown in Fig. 3a.
Consequently, the phase shift in electron teleportation
via Majorana zero modes γ1 and γ2 changes by π before
and after the third vortex circles around γ2 . This quantized change of a physical observable signals a change in
the quantum state of the system induced by braiding.
The teleportation phase can also detect the change in
the state of the system when two vortices are exchanged,
as shown in Fig. 3b. We require that the local configurations of the pairing potential near the vortex centers
R2 and R3 are identical, so that the wavefunctions of
the Majorana zero modes γ2 and γ3 are related by translation, i.e. ξ2 (r − R2 ) = ξ3 (r − R3 ). After exchanging
vortices 2 and 3 in the manner shown in Fig. 3b, the original vortex configuration ∆(r) is restored and the Majorana wavefunctions transform as ξ2 (r) −→ −ξ2 (r), and
ξ3 (r) −→ ξ3 (r). To demonstrate the braiding-induced
change in the quantum state of the system, we connect
γ2 and a reference Majorana zero mode γ1 by a normal
metal bridge to form an interferometer, and monitor the
evolution of the teleportation phase shift in the process
of exchanging γ2 and γ3 , while keeping one end of the
bridge attached to the moving Majorana γ2 . The initial
teleportation amplitude from R1 to R2 is given by the
product ξ1 (R1 )ξ2 (R2 )γ1 γ2 . After braiding, this interferometer measures the teleportation amplitude from R1 to
R3 , given by ξ1 (R1 )ξ3 (R3 )γ1 γ2 . This result should be
compared with the teleportation amplitude from R1 to
R3 before braiding, given by ξ1 (R1 )ξ3 (R3 )γ1 γ3 and measurable by an interferometer containing γ1 and γ3 . This
comparison shows that braiding γ2 and γ3 has the effect of the transformation γ3 → γ2 . Repeating the same
analysis for the teleportation amplitude from R1 to R2
shows that same braiding process also has the effect of
the transformation γ2 → −γ3 . Our analysis based on
electron teleportation thus reproduces the “Ivanov rule”
for Majorana braiding4
γ2 → −γ3 , γ3 → γ2 .

(15)

It is worth noting that the above braiding transformation (15) per se is non-gauge-invariant, as it is expressed
in terms of Majorana operators that suffer from aZ2 sign
ambiguity. Only after the sign convention for the zero
mode wavefunction ξ2,3 is specified, as we did previously
by choosing ξ2 (r − R2 ) = ξ3 (r − R3 ), do the Majorana
operators γ1,2 become well-defined, so that the braiding
transformation (15) becomes meaningful.
Our analysis, as presented, demonstrates that the
braiding-induced change in the teleportation phase shift
is a physical observable described by a gauge invariant operator involving ξa∗ ξb γa γb and ξa ξb∗ γa γb . Thus the
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FIG. 4. Measurement-Based Braiding – Schematic depiction of the initial state |ψi i, with Majorana zero modes χ1
and χ2 initialized in the state iχ1 χ2 = +1. Performing the
indicated sequence of measurements is equivalent to braiding
Majorana fermions γ2 and γ3 , up to a normalization factor.

change is teleportation phase shift is a direct and measurable consequence of the non-Abelian statistics of Majorana zero modes.

II.

MEASUREMENT-BASED BRAIDING

We now describe the theoretical protocol for performing a braiding transformation on a collection of Majorana
zero modes exclusively through a sequence of projective
measurements, without needing to move the zero modes;
such a measurement-based approach was originally described in Ref.23 in the general context of quantum information processing with anyons. We subsequently describe a teleportation-based measurement protocol for
realizing this proposal. Consider the schematic setup
shown in Fig. 4; Majorana zero modes γ1 , γ2 , γ3 , and γ4
are used to encode two logical qubits, while χ1 and χ2
will serve, for our purposes, as a single ancilla qubit. We
prepare the ancilla qubit in the state iχ1 χ2 = +1 so that
the initial state of the system is given by
|ψi i = |φi ⊗ |iχ1 χ2 = +1i

(16)

with |φi, the logical two-qubit state of the four Majoranas
{γi } that we wish to manipulate.
Our measurement-based braiding protocol is based on
the fact that projective measurements of Majorana bilinear operators
P̂γ(±)
≡
n χm

1 ± iγn χm
,
2

(17)

may be used to implement a unitary braiding transformation up to an overall normalization factor. Specifically,
observe the mathematical identity
P̂χ(+)
P̂ (+) P̂ (+) |ψi i =
1 χ 2 χ 1 γ3 γ2 χ 1

1
23/2

Û23 |ψi i

(18)
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Measurement j

Measurement j

1

Outcome = 1
(undesirable)
Outcome = +1
(desirable)

Outcome = ±1

Measurement j + 1
Outcome = +1

Outcome = 1
(undesirable)

(desirable)

FIG. 5. Measurement “Decision Tree” – Summary of
the measurement protocol. If a measurement yields an undesirable outcome, the previous measurement step may be
repeated (as indicated) to recover the state, before the undesirable measurement was performed.

where the operator
Û23 ≡

1 + γ2 γ3
√
2

(19)

implements the unitary braiding transformation (15).
The measurements that must be performed to realize this
braiding operation, starting from the state |ψi i, are summarized in Fig. 4.
Successfully performing a measurement-based braiding transformation crucially relies on the outcomes of
the measurements that are performed. If a measurement
yields an undesirable outcome, however, it is still possible
to obtain the desired final state by performing an appropriate sequence of operations. As an example, assume
that the first measurement yields the undesirable result
that iγ2 χ1 = −1 so that subsequently, the state of the
(−)
system is given by |ϕi ≡ Pγ2 χ1 |ψi i. We may recover the
state of the system before the undesirable measurement,
|ψi i, by measuring the bilinear iχ1 χ2 . If we find that
iχ1 χ2 = +1, then we recover the initial state
Pχ(+)
|ϕi =
1 χ2

1
|ψi i
2

(20)

up to a change in normalization, and we may now redo the measurement of the bilinear iγ2 χ1 . More generally, in order to recover the state |ψi i, we must alternate
measurements of the bilinears iχ1 χ2 and iγ2 χ1 until we
obtain the measurement outcome iχ1 χ2 = +1. Observe
that
sn
Pχ(+)
P (sn ) P (−) · · · Pγ(s2 χ1 )1 Pχ(−)
|ϕi = − n |ψi i (21)
1 χ2 γ2 χ1 χ1 χ2
1 χ2
2
where si = ±1.
A similar protocol may be used to recover from any
undesirable measurement outcome. As summarized in
the “decision tree” in Fig. 5, when measurement step j
is undesirable, we alternate between measurement steps
j−1 and j; this cycle is repeated until measurement step j

yields the desired outcome. The number of steps required
to recover from an undesirable measurement only changes
the normalization of the final state, as can be seen from
Eq. (21).
We have assumed in our analysis that undesirable measurements only arise due to the inherently probabilistic nature of the measurement-based braiding protocol.
However, an undetected error event (e.g. quasiparticle
poisoning) that occurs during the measurement procedure can also lead to an undesirable final state. For
Majorana zero modes in proximitized nanowires, quasiparticle poisoning from external normal leads may be
suppressed by the charging energy of the wire; however,
this will not suppress poisoning of Majorana qubits due
to the presence of quasiparticles at finite temperature
within the nanowire, an important issue which has not
been addressed. A scheme of quantum error correction
for measurement-based quantum information processing
with Majorana zero-modes will the subject of a forthcoming work41 .

III.

EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION
A.

Experimental Setup

We now propose a teleportation-based scheme for realizing measurement-based braiding; our proposal is summarized in Fig. 6. Consider a superconducting nanowire;
gate voltages may be applied along the length of the
nanowire to introduce an interface between the topological and trivial superconducting regions, which localizes a Majorana zero mode. In our setup, we apply
gate voltages so that six Majorana zero modes appear
(γ1 , γ2 , γ3 , γ4 , χ1 and χ2 ) at points along the wire. The
distance between the Majoranas is assumed to be sufficiently large, so that hybridization between adjacent Majoranas may be neglected. We initialize χ1 and χ2 in the
state iχ1 χ2 = +1 by nucleating the two Majorana zero
modes in a topologically trivial region of the nanowire
where the total fermion parity is fixed.
Parallel to the existing nanowire in our setup, we now
place either (i) a normal metal strip or (ii) a single, proximitized nanowire with gate voltages applied appropriately so that the gated region is topological and hosts
two Majorana zero modes (ψ1 and ψ2 ) at its two ends.
In both setups, four metal bridges are used to connect
the existing nanowire to the normal metal or the second
nanowire. In the following section, we will describe the
implementation of setup (ii). A similar protocol may be
used to implement setup (i), involving the same sequence
of interferometric or flux-based measurements, as long as
the metal strip has a sufficiently long phase coherence
length.
To implement our “braiding without braiding” protocol using setup (ii), we will tune gate voltages to
re-position ψ1 and ψ2 along the length of the second
nanowire; hence we will refer to this nanowire as the
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(i
1

2

1 2

= +1)
3

2

1

4

Normal metal or Majorana island

(a) Initialization
1

2

1

2

3

4

3

4

1

(b) Measurement I (iγ2 χ1 = +1)
1

2

1

2

3

2

“Majorana bus”. We initialize the Majorana zero modes
in the bus in the state iψ1 ψ2 = +1. The Majorana bus
and the remaining Majoranas in our setup are coupled
together by four metallic bridges, and each coupling can
be tuned on or off, as indicated schematically by the
“switches” in Fig. 6. Each lead is chosen to be shorter
than the phase coherence length of the metal, to allow for
Majorana qubit readout based on electron teleportation
and intereference.
We may perform projective measurements of Majorana bilinears in the top nanowire using the interference of electron trajectories through our setup. This
can be achieved by measuring the persistent current in a
closed loop, or by measuring the two-terminal conductance across the Majorana bus. To implement either
measurement procedure, we first align the Majorana bus
so that ψ1 and ψ2 are across from the pair Majorana zero
modes that we wish to measure, respectively. By turning
on the switches on the metallic strips, we introduce electron tunneling between aligned Majorana zero modes on
the bus and on the top wire. In the presence of a large
charging energy on both the bus and the wire, the effective Hamiltonian describing the full system is given by
Eq.(13); it depends periodically on the flux through the
loop Φ and on the eigenvalue of the Majorana bilinear
operator in the top wire. A flux- or conductance-based
readout of the Majorana bilinear may then be performed,
as detailed in the following section.
B.

(c) Measurement II (iχ1 γ3 = +1)
1

2

1

2

3

4

3

(d) Measurement III (iχ1 χ2 = +1)
FIG. 6.
Experimental Realization— Protocol for
teleportation-based braiding without braiding is illustrated
in a nanowire-based Majorana platform. A nanowire hosts
six Majorana zero modes at the interface between topological and trivial superconducting regions. γ1 , ..., γ4 are used as
topological qubits and χ1 , χ2 as an ancilla qubit. The green
strip can be either a normal metal with a long phase coherence
length or a Majorana island in a definite parity state (a Majorana bus). We begin by initializing the the ancilla qubit in (a),
before performing measurements of the appropriate Majorana
bilinears in the top nanowire. The coupling between the topological superconductor wire to the normal metal or Majorana
bus through the metallic strips may be turned on and off, as
indicated schematically by the “switches”. Fluxes may be applied through appropriate loops for topological qubit readout
via conductance or persistent current measurement.

Measurement Procedures

To perform a flux-based measurement one of the Majorana bilinears, we tune gate voltages in the Majorana
bus so that ψ1 and ψ2 are across from the Majorana zero
modes in the top row that we wish to measure. For concreteness, consider a measurement of iγ2 χ1 , as shown in
Fig. 6b. After aligning the Majorana bus, we turn off
the couplings in the last two metallic strips; this is indicated schematically by the closed and open switches in
Fig. 6a. Furthermore, we insert a flux Φ1 through the
loop formed by ψ1 , ψ2 , χ1 and γ2 , as shown.
In the presence of a charging energy that removes the
degeneracy between even and odd charge-states on both
the Majorana bus and on the top nanowires, the Hamiltonian for the system is H = Ht + Hc – with
Ht = it1 ψ1 γ2 ei(θ1 −θ2 )/2 + it2 eieΦ/~ ψ2 χ1 ei(θ2 −θ1 )/2 + h.c.
describing the coupling between the Majorana bus to γ2
and χ1 through the metallic strips, while Hc is the charging energy on the nanowire and Majorana bus, as given
previously in Eq. (11). A measurement of the persistent
current may be used to determine the Majorana bilinear
iγ2 χ1 as detailed in Sec. IIA.
To perform a conductance measurement, we may introduce a weak tunnel coupling between the Majorana
bus and two external leads. A similar protocol for measuring stabilizer operators for the Majorana fermion sur-
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face code35–38 has also been proposed35,38 . The tunneling
Hamiltonian takes the form
HT = tL c†L ψ1 e−iθ1 /2 + tR c†R ψ2 e−iθ1 /2 + h.c.

When the charging energy is large, we may derive an
effective Hamiltonian that takes the form Heff = H0 +H1
to lowest order, where

(22)

where tL,R are the tunnel couplings to the left and right
leads. Here, e±iθ1 /2 is the charge-e raising (lowering)
operator on the bus, while c†L and c†R are the electron
creation operators in the left and right lead, respectively.

H1 =

t∗L tR



1
1
+
E+
E−



ψ1 ψ2 c†R cL

+

2|t1 t2 |t∗L tR



H0 =



2πe2
e(Φ1 − Φc )
g1 cos
ψ1 ψ2 γ2 χ1 .
~
~




1
e(Φ − Φc )
1
+
cos
(iγ2 χ1 )c†R cL + h.c.
(E+ )3
(E− )3
~

1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8

9

10

11



1
1
+
(E+ )3
(E− )3



with ρL,R , the density of states in the left and right
leads, respectively.
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